INFORMATION SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM
JULY 12 - JULY 26, 2020

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN

Illinois has earned a reputation as a world-class leader in research, teaching, and public engagement. 24 Illinois alumni are Nobel Prize recipients.

In 2016, the University (all campuses) was #18 on the list of top 100 worldwide universities granted U.S. patents.

COURSE TOPICS

Control Systems
Modeling of linear dynamic systems; Laplace transform techniques; linear feedback control systems; stability criteria & design techniques

Data Science Creativity
A project-driven course at the intersection of statistics and computation. Students will analyze and discover the impact of the data with hands-on analysis of real-world datasets.

NATIONALLY RANKED

School of Information Sciences
#2 Undergraduate Program


APPLY HERE

Arrival Date: July 12
Departure Date: July 25

PRIORITY DEADLINE: MAY 1

get.illinois.edu globaled-training@illinois.edu

Global Education & Training
ILLINOIS INTERNATIONAL
**PROFESSOR SRINIVASA SALAPAKA**  
Department of Mechanical Science & Engineering

**WADE FAGEN-ULMSCHNEIDER, PHD**  
Associate Professor, Computer Science

**KARLE FLANAGAN**  
Senior Instructor, Department of Statistics

**PROGRAM FEES**

**PROGRAM FEES - $3100/PERSON**  
All fees include instruction, training materials, cultural activities, and local transportation through mass-transit bus system.

**CAMPUS HOUSING FEES - $470/PERSON**  
13 days on-campus; 2 people per room

**CAMPUS MEAL FEES - $240/ PERSON**  
Includes breakfast and dinner at University residence halls. All other meals at additional expense.

**TOTAL PER STUDENT $3810.00**

Students will also pay for: international and domestic airfare and health insurance.

**FIELD TRIPS**

Possible locations:  
Chicago, Illinois  
Springfield, Illinois

**FOLLOW US**
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